Novel segmentation method for abdominal fat quantification by MRI.
To introduce and describe the feasibility of a novel method for abdominal fat segmentation on both water-saturated and non-water-saturated MR images with improved absolute fat tissue quantification. A general fat distribution model which fits both water-saturated (WS) and non-water-saturated (NWS) MR images based on image gray-level histogram is first proposed. Next, a novel fuzzy c-means clustering step followed by a simple thresholding is proposed to achieve automated and accurate abdominal quantification taking into consideration the partial-volume effects (PVE) in abdominal MR images. Eleven subjects were scanned at central abdomen levels with both WS and NWS MRI techniques. Synthesized "noisy" NWS (nNWS) images were also generated to study the impact of reduced SNR on fat quantification using the novel approach. The visceral adipose tissue (VAT) and subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) amounts of the WS MR images were quantified with a traditional intensity thresholding method as a reference to evaluate the performance of the novel method on WS, NWS, and nNWS MR images. The novel approach resulted in consistent SAT and VAT amounts for WS, NWS, and nNWS images. Automatic segmentation and incorporation of spatial information during segmentation improved speed and accuracy. These results were in good agreement with those from the WS images quantified with a traditional intensity thresholding method and accounted for PVE contributions. The proposed method using a novel fuzzy c-means clustering method followed by thresholding can achieve consistent quantitative results on both WS and NWS abdominal MR images while accounting for PVE contributing inaccuracies.